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5 ci sinif azerbaycan dili suallar summativ
qiymetlendirme 2 ci sinif 5-ci xahi siniv xahi urdu
You often, or perhaps always, use siqsim yet you

have trouble carrying on conversations. Hindi
Vocabulary word (music). Sayings Of Hazrat Amir
al-Mu'minin (RA) for reading and memorizing: -
Accept this word as an expression of your belief
and sincere repentance, - "We should learn to

recite these books of the Masnavi as a means of
getting nearer to God." (Bidî'at) - "Translate
Persian into Hindi." - "It is as if God has said:
'When you write or speak Persian, you do not

actually write it to a human being, you write or
speak it to God. " - "Translate the Arabic into

Persian." - "It was the duty of our great Prophet
Muhammad (S) to translate Arabic into Persian

and vice versa. " - "The Prophet's (S) word [in the
Koran] was equivalent to a miracle in the sense

that no one could hear it and not believe it was a
word from God. " - "We ask the people to read the
Qur'an and the Prophet's (S) sayings, and make
their daily prayers at the appointed times, the

prayer of their Prophet Muhammad (S) being the
greatest prayer, in the way the Muslims prayed. "
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- "They [the Sunnis and Shiites] have no other
argument than the fact that the Prophet (S) was

alive and the Sunnis are descended from his
Ummah. " - "I am the bearer of five holy books

[Koran, Bible, Qur'an, Hadiths] and I am the
bearer of five holy books in two different
languages [Arabic and Persian]. " - "If the
message of God is not from God, then His

Messenger is a false Prophet." - "If the Qur'an is
not from God, then the Prophet is a false Prophet."

- "There is no doubt that the Qur'an is from God
and the Prophet [Muhammad (S)] is from his

ummah. " - "The Qur'an is God's word and the
Prophet is God's Prophet." - "We believe in one

and only God and the Qur'an is the word of God. "
- "The Prophet's (S) prayer is the holiest prayer
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